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ROUND 3 INTERVIEW 
April 30, 2022 
 
NATE LASHLEY  ( -12) 
 
 
Q.  First out early in the morning, bogey free, got to be pretty pleased.  
 
NATE LASHLEY:  Yeah. I mean, hit the ball nice, made some nice putts early. It's a great 
day out here, the weather. The wind's not blowing that hard, so it's scorable right now and I 
just took advantage of it, so hopefully going into tomorrow I can continue to play well. 
 
Q.  What does that mean for the afternoon wave? I think wind's supposed to 
somewhat pick up. 
 
NATE LASHLEY:  Yeah, if the wind picks up, obviously some of these holes get into the 
wind, they get pretty difficult, there's some long holes out there. But, you know, obviously 
right now -- well, it is picking up a little bit, so it's kind of good for me. We'll just see what 
happens. Going into tomorrow I'm just going to go out and try to play well and see what 
happens.  
 
Q.  Any particular number you think for tomorrow's final round? 
 
NATE LASHLEY:  Well, who knows. Jon's playing so well that it all kind of depends on him. 
You never know. He keeps playing the way he does and it's going to be probably hard to 
catch him. See how he finishes out, but obviously you never know. Shoot 5, 6 under again 
tomorrow and you might have a chance. 
 
Q.  Bogey free. Any shots or holes stick out in particular from today's round? 
 
NATE LASHLEY:  Well, got off to a nice -- made a couple nice putts on the second hole and 
third hole from probably 25, 30 feet kind of got me going, which is nice. Seeing some putts 
go in finally. I just haven't made anything over the last thee or four months, so it's kind of 
nice to see some putts go in. 
 
Q.  Anything that was clicking in particular with the putter? 
 
NATE LASHLEY:  Just been working on it. I switched putters. Just been working on hitting 
solid putts, better speed, kind of take some mind out of it and just react a little bit more rather 
than thinking about it too much and it seems to be working. 
 
Q.  What did you switch to? 
 
NATE LASHLEY:  It's another Ping putter, it's a PLD. 
 


